Session 1 – August 28 – Our Children’s Stories
Course Introduction and Overview
TORP: Examining our views
For next week read: Cox chapter 1
Literature Circle assignment ______________
For next week: Reader response
Record reflections from novel in Literature Log
Bring to class: Syllabus, Fieldwork Guide printed from web site

Session 2 – September 4 – Visions of Literacy
Environmental Print/Patterned Predictable/Wordless Books
Literature Circle Meetings
For next week read: Cox chapters 2 and 4
Literature Circle assignment ______________
For next week: Record reflections in Literature Log
First draft of Literacy Autobiography

Session 3 – September 11 – Developing Language
Emergent Literacy, Literacy Autobiography Readaround
Literature Circle Meetings: Member roles
Burke Reading Interview, Concepts About Print
Phonics Article Selection
For next week read: Moustafa Text Part I, Cox chapter 7
Literature Circle Assignment ______________
For next week: Record reflections in Literature Log
Phonics Article Summary

Session 4 – September 18 – Introduction to the Reading Process
Phonics
Moustafa’s W(hole) to Part View, Phonics Article Share
Literature Circle Meetings: The Arts
For next week read: Cox chapter 8
Literature Circle Assignment ______________
For next week: First draft of Reading Philosophy
Record reflections in Literature Log